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remember in preschool when I told you to climb up on
~
my shoulders, so that we could get the Legos on the top shelf?"
It was a cold February day and my weekly 7th grade New
Horizons advanced math class was winding down. Students who had
just successfully solved a number of extremely clifficultlogic problems
were reminiscing as they worked on their modular origami constructs.
"Yeah,and then you reached up and pulled the whole shelf down on
top of us-and we had to spend the rest of the day in time-out."
"And," piped up another student, "that time when we couldn't play
outside because it was cold, and we didn't have hats to wear. So we
pasted paper cups over our ears and went out to play anyway."
How very much like boys, I thought. Eager to build things, take
chances, and get outside to play.
"Remember how hard it was for me to make a Sonobe cube when I
was in 3rd grade? But then I got obsessed with it and went home and
practiced, and practiced, and practiced until I could do it right. And
then I made Origami Man using all those cubes that I'd made. Do you
remember Origami Man?"
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Origami Man. Yes, I remembered Origami Man, and I remembered
when and how I began to use origami in my math classes. I didn't do it
to increase our boys' interest in math; I did it to increase the interest of
our girls.
As Leonard Sax makes clear in his book, Why Gender Matters,
researchers have found that boys and girls see and hear differently
because of fundamental differences in the way their brains are wired.
Girls have more P cells in their retinas. These cells are adapted to
seeing color and texture. Boys have more M cells in theirs that are best
adapted to detect location, direction and speed (Sax, Leonard, Why
Gender Matters. New York:Doubleday, 2005).
Girls love bright colors, so I decided to include the making of colorful,
modular origami constructs into my math classes to capture their
interest. Rachel McAnallen, one of the finest teachers of mathematics
in the United States with whom I had worked at the University of
Connecticut's Confratute, had shown me how to make mathematical
concepts clear to students by using origami, and so I began.
I was teaching Hands on Algebra to students in my New Horizons

math classes from second to eighth grade using a method developed
by Dr. Henry Borenson (The Hands-on Equations Learning
System. Allentown, Pennsylvania: Borenson and Associates, 1991).
When students in each class completed the day's assigrunent
successfully - which to me meant 100% correct - I let them select
colored paper and begin origami constructs.
The girls relished the opportunity to select beautiful colors and to
combine them in pleasing ways. The boys, although their fine motor
skills were not as well developed and they didn't care as much about
colors, were eager to start as well.
As the weeks passed, I began to notice definite differences in how
boys and girls went about their folding. The girls would usually read
the directions as they folded, but the boys told me that they just looked
at the pictures and only read the text when they got stuck. Color was
definitely not as important to them, in fact, they preferred using all one
color of origami paper - colored on one side and white on the other
- whereas the girls enjoyed making multicolored constructs.
The one rule I had to make clear from the beginning was that
students couldn't say, "I can't do this. Help me." Instead, they had to
decide which step they were having trouble with and tell me its
number before I would help them. This took a little while for all of us
to get used to because students were so used to acting helpless, and
we teachers are so eager to jump in to help them.
Then the boys began to put their modules together in different,
complex ways and to invent new shapes that weren't shown on the
instruction sheets. I began to take Polaroid pictures of student
mathematicians/inventors and to put their pictures up around the
room. Many boys now have had their pictures taken and displayed as
Mathematicians and Inventors, but to date only one girl has brought in
a construct that she invented.
By this time paper was becoming a problem. Origami paper is
expensive, so I began to cut squares for my students from copy paper.
I tried hard to keep the pieces square, but my students were quick to
point out when I failed. Then an 8th grade boy brought in a Memo
Cube from Staples containing 500 sheets of brightly colored 3.4" by
3.4" inch paper that he was using for his constructs. All these brightly
colored squares in their clear plastic case cost under $3.00. Problem
solved! ow my students didn't have to rely on my less than perfect
paper cutting skills.
Parents of students in my math classes began to tell me that their
children had paper constructs in various stages of construction all over
their houses and even in their family car as they were folding on the
way to soccer matches and swimming meets. Students had also
become meticulous workers realizing that fast and sloppy wasn't
nearly as satisfying as precise and beautiful.
About this time, students who were not identified for any of my
classes began to come in to ask for paper and instructions. So I began
the Origami Club at our K-5 primary schooL When students arrived at
school on Wednesday mornings, they could come into my room to fold
until 8:00 AM when school officiallystarted. This was rather chaotic
as most of our students were bused to school and the busses arrived
at different times, but it fulfilledintense student desire to be part ofthe
folding group.
My early morning Origami Club at the primary school continued for
two years until our school system was awarded a 21st Century Grant
that allowed us to have after school clubs for students to encourage
academic progress and to offer them safe, wholesome activities to
occupy their time after school until their parents come home from

If teachers would include even a few moments
of origami experience into their daily classes,
Iam certain that they would begin to see the
same kinds of exciting improvements in their
male students that I'veobserved.
work.
Since I began using origarrn m my classes, I've made several
interesting observations of student efforts during the regular school
day. Many students with special needs and those who are weak
academically are very eager to learn how to make different origami
constructs. These children work hard to master even hard folds and
then are eager to give their constructs away to other students and
adults who admire them. Even students with severe behavior
problems have begged to learn the folds. Students with manual
dexterity problems have persisted until they could successfully make
the folds. One very nervous girl even confided in me that doing origami
- after she knew the basic folds - really made her feel calmer.
Students who had no money to purchase birthday or Christmas gifts
for others began to make origami gifts to give. They also became eager
to help each other learn new folds or improve old ones. True
cooperative learning groups of the best sort developed in both the
primary and middle schools.
There were a few problems; I had to speak sternly to a group of boys
in my second grade math class about making and hopping their origami
frogs when they were supposed to be doing something else in their
regular classrooms. But it was good to see the boys excited about what
they were learning in school and eager to learn more. One little boy
even brought in a grocery bag filled with an entire army of paper frogs
of all sizes that he had made at home complete with color coded ranks.
One student confided in me that he used to go home and just sit and
watch television; but now he spent his time making origami.
More and more students, both boys and girls, were now beginning to
be able to read folding diagrams on their own and were coming to the
school librarian in both the Primary and Middle schools seeking more
origami books to borrow. They brought books in to show me exciting
new constructs that they've discovered or to ask help in figuring out a
particularly difficult sequence of folds. This is a wonderful practice for
taking any kind of standardized test that requires sequencing or
precisely following a fixed set of instructions.
David Mitchell in his book, Mathematical Origami, Geometrical
Shapes by Paper Folding (Norfolk, England: Tarquin Publications,
1997), posed a transformational problem involving a six part skeletal
octahedron and a good dose of lateral thinking. It took two years of
work before one of my 7th grade students-now a student at MIT came
up with the solution with the help of a fourth grade, special needs
student. Now we can all enjoy this remarkably beautiful construct.
My classrooms in the Primary and Middle Schools were now
becoming extremely colorful with models of all shapes and sizes.
Taking into consideration the boys' preference for visual instructions I
constructed several story boards for them showing construction steps.
And my desk was always lined with origami-bait for students to handle
prior to building. Students in two of my science classes even
constructed a dome that they could sit under using rolled newspaper
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and principles of modular construction.
I have found that students who are truly brilliant when working with
spatial constructs - constructing ever harder modules and creating
new ones - are not always good at memorizing basic number facts in
marh or verbalizing their thoughts. Some are, but some aren't, and the
ones who aren't successful with the verbal tasks are almost always boys.
I watched students who had been clinically diagnosed as having
Anention Deficit Disorder (ADD) or Attention Deficit Hyperactivity
Disorder (ADHD) work for long periods of time with no sign of focus
problems. One 3rd grade student with ADHD spent hours struggling to
create complicated modular constructs from patterns that he had
discovered in books or quietly amused himself by drawing threedimensional skeletal drawings of cubes, triangles, and other shapes in
different positions. Then he taught these to other interested students.
When I asked him who taught him how to draw those shapes, he said
that he, "... just sort of knew how."
I am certain that many of my students are far, far beyond me in spatial
abilities. I've told them that my work is excellent because I work hard
but that they have natural abilities far beyond mine and if they work
hard to develop them, they will far surpass me. Many of my students
are truly gifted in seeing "what isn't there but could be" - an ability of
such importance to advanced mathematicians, architects, engineers
and inventors. Yet this stunning area of natural ability in many of our
male students is not really being nurtured in any area of the present
school curriculum.
I remember one 4th grader in particular who created a fantastic new
construct during origami club. He seemed surprised when I took his
picture holding his amazing construct to put it up on the board with my
other "MathematicianlInventors." When I shared what he had done
with his fourth grade teacher, she said, "Oh, really? He's always just
seemed to me like a fourth grade nothing that couldn't do anything very
well." What a tragic waste of a gifted mind. Because certain students
are not adept at doing the kind of limited academic tasks we set before
them, they start to consider themselves failures and begin to shut down
and dislike school. Origami offers a way to capture the attention of
these children and provide them with a way to demonstrate and
develop their real gifts.
I noticed that on the days that I was scheduled to have students for
math or origami club, they were rarely absent. They eagerly called
greetings to me in the halls and reminded me that I'd be seeing them
later in the day. They knew that only perfection would satisfy me, and
worked hard to achieve it in their mathematical problem solving
knowing that if they did, I'd let them spend that last few minutes of class
working on an origami problem of their own choosing.
The high stakes testing that No Child Left Behind has forced upon
schools all over our country is pushing the memorization of known facts
a;: rbe expense of many of the active learning units students used to
-=-..L_ - particularly students like the boys who pulled the shelf down
_ of themselves in an attempt to get at the Legos, Origami is an
- _~
low cost way to regain student interest, so that they can
~
.esm [0 accomplish all the many new things we're being required
-0 l3ildt them
The :llaine Arts Commission provided funds for me to offer two after
school workshops for teachers in The Art of Origami. Thanks to their
faith in what I was doing, I was able to help a number of teachers
understand why the inclusion of origami in their classes could be of
tremendous importance to their students.

During the winter session of the 21stCentury sponsored clubs, I had
decided that I only wanted to teach one after school session at the
primary and one at the middle school. But when I found out that the
Origami Club at the primary school was the most popular of clubs,
getting more requests for inclusion than even cross country skiing, I
agreed to teach two after school origami classes there. During those
sessions, the total number of students that were enrolled in the Origami
Club at the primary school was 25, and of these 25, 22 were boys. The
following fall I began teaching two after school origami clubs at the
primary School with 24 students participating. Again the boys
outnumber the girls four to one - 19 boys to 5 girls.
I am convinced that boys in the United States are falling behind
academically because most educators don't understand
the
fundamental differences in the brain structures of boys and girls. The
Newsweek article by Peg Tyre in January 2006, "The Trouble With
Boys", had it right. Most of ow classrooms are structured around skills
in which girls excel and in which boys are only marginally interested.
Leges cost a lot, but modules made of paper cost next to nothing and
can be used in the same way. Learning can continue to be fun for
students after they leave the early grades. We can continue to make
school an exciting adventure if we understand how our students think.
All students must be honored for who they are and for what they can
do. Each holds a gift in trust for the future - but as a bird cannot fly if
its wings are tied down, neither will our boys succeed until we can learn
to recognize their innate cognitive gifts, untie their wings and help them
soar.

Dear Teacher,
Be careful:
youwalkrww
upon my dreams,
all! am,
and perhaps
all! shall
ever become.
Use your red pencil
with compassion
lest you
forever
mark me
out.
FROM ARDEN'S BOOK, WATCHING ANTS.

Arden Thompson is past president of the Maine Science Teachers,
received the Presidential Award for Excellence in Science Teaching
in 7990 and has been the recipient of Apple, Audubon, NASA, Shell
and Toyota awards. For twelve summers she taught the
Microcosmos Strand at the University of Connecticut's Confratutean intense summer program attended by teachers of the gifted
from allover the world. For more information about her book
contact the author at: thompsonardeng@gmail.com.

See: ardenbooks.com
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